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Abstract 
The article reveals the relevance of value education for Russian educational institutions. As a role 
model the author presents the Indian idea of value education and what it should be according to 
different Indian researchers. The notion “value” is given from different points of view, namely Russian 
and Indian. 

The education of fundamental human values, caring and compassion are the basis of human kindness 
and generosity. Teaching values is a vital component that is necessary to create a strong moral basis 
in human life, thus giving the opportunity to achieve good results in the future. Thus, the focus of 
education on teaching values will help the person to learn how to build their behavior in the desired 
direction, forming their position in life by strengthening their beliefs and bringing together facts, ideas, 
attitudes and actions. In addition, it will help the person to identify their goals in life and the processes 
to achieve them and become a full member of society. 

Value education provides motivation and guidance for the younger generation. It builds character, 
which is important for growth, both for individuals and society as a whole. It helps to build healthy 
relationships in society. Education should show people what life is, and what its purpose is. It must 
purify and ennoble the heart, and shed light on what is happening. It must encourage virtues, to 
promote moral, spiritual and social standards of students. 

The authors argue that combination of value education and academics would be a good approach for 
value inculcating in the students. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Social and economic transformation in Russia has dramatically changed the standard of living of the 
population and, consequently, has affected the value orientations of the younger generation. With the 
current instability in the society, its social reconstruction, strengthening of the stratification, the gap 
subcultures, leading to the conflict of generations, many families are not able to perform one of their 
essential functions, namely the developing of values orientations of their children. This is due to the 
fact that many parents are insufficiently prepared to address educational challenges in the new socio-‐
economic conditions and the realities of life. Thus, the responsibility for the development and 
implementation of future citizen models is laid upon the modern school, which must determine and 
apply the appropriate tools and technologies while forming value orientations of students taking into 
account the real social and economic conditions. As the analysis of school practices shows, the task 
concerning development of creative abilities of pupils and formation of their value orientations should 
be solved together with different forms of curricular and co-curricular work, involving  family, society 
and etc. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
Nowadays values have the status of a special sphere of socially significant activities of people in the 
society. Their role is that the world picture is created due to ideals and values as special forms of 
social consciousness. A person perceives the world through the prism of values, and throughout their 
life they direct and regulate their behavior. Value is not a property of a thing but the essence and at 
the same time a condition of the object’s full being. Value as a benefit of mankind is in the significance 
of any object to achieve people's goals. 

Value refers to general scientific concepts methodological significance of which is especially important 
for education. Being one of the key notions of modern social thought, it is used in philosophy, 
sociology, psychology and pedagogy to denote objects and phenomena, their properties, and abstract 
ideas, embodying the moral ideals and standards. Essentially, the whole diversity of human activity 
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objects, public relations and involved natural phenomena, can act as values, as objects of values, may 
be evaluated in terms of good and evil, truth and false, beauty and ugliness, permissible or forbidden, 
just and unjust. Each historical epoch is characterized by the specific set and hierarchy of values, the 
system which acts as the highest level of social regulation. Value systems are formed and transformed 
in the historical development of the society. Professor Kiryakkova A. offers examples of how Russian 
scientists define and reveal the notion of value. Here are some of them: “Values are the landmarks of 
the subjective activity in the world of social relations” (D. M. Arkhangelsky); “Values are the conscious 
meanings of life” (B. S. Bratus); “Values are a system of meaning of things and phenomena that 
surround a person” (V. Vitchev); “Values express the value-based relation of a person to the world, his 
essential power” (V. N. Sagatovsky); “Values are ideal representations, the meanings of moral terms” 
(V. A. Titov) [1]. 

Indian scientists, in turn, confirm that in Indian philosophy, there is no equivalent term for values but if 
pleasure (Preya) and happiness (Sreya) are combined, then it be can reached some kind of 
approximation. The real equivalent would be Purusarth, which is a richer concept having fourfold 
dimensions: Duties (Dharma), wealth (Artha), lust (Kama) and liberation (Moksha). They are sure that 
people’s aim of life depends upon their values of life and the highest aim or the supreme value of life is 
the quest for liberation or emancipation [2]. Dr. Nasrin says that a value may be defined as a factor 
which affects human behavior. Intellectually, value may be defined as a “concept which is accepted by 
the subconscious mind, is understood by all and perceived by the individual”. Therefore, values are 
the principles which are consistent and universal and which direct our actions and activities. Values 
are, in other words, virtues in an individual. These values, if deteriorated, will hasten or accelerate the 
breakdowns of family, society and nation as a whole [3]. Curiously enough, values have three anchor 
bases: the first is the head - we perceive and see reason why something is valuable and intellectually 
we prize it high. Another anchor base is the heart - the language of the heart also tells us that 
something is worthwhile - we feel it as such. When mind and heart are involved, the whole person is 
involved, leading to the third anchor base - the hand, in other words, values lead to decisions and 
actions [4], [5].  

Most Russian scientists and educationalists define two main categories of values, namely spiritual and 
moral. No doubt, there are many other categories of values they define such as civic, aesthetic, 
cultural, physical, environmental, material, etc. But for the prosperity of the society formation, spiritual 
and moral values are considered to be in priority, as they fulfill the function of regulators of moral 
conduct covering all aspects of human life and giving moral character to human activities. Spiritual and 
moral values as an essential regulator of socially significant human behavior are described in the 
works of O.Travnickov, A. Zdravomyslov, V. Myasishchev, N. Nikandrov, Z. Ravkin, S. Rubinstein, V. 
Tugarinov and etc. E. M. Molchan, considering the nature and structure of moral values, defines them 
as an ideal of the people’s spiritual life, in which the need for knowledge of the world, the meaning of 
human existence are expressed [6], [7].   

The process of spiritual values upbringing, according to O. Rakovskaya, is a gradual mastery of the 
social values by an individual, which enriches the inner world and contributes to the holistic 
development because a person finds oneself not when he is engaged in endless introspection, but 
when his activity is completely focused on other people. This will help to reveal the best side of a 
person. Morality, as a condition of the spirit, determines the human behavior from within that is out of 
conscience, and helps to resist negative external influences and counteractions. It has a spiritual core 
that is common for all moral people, and which  is expressed in the principles of activity that are 
peculiar to an intellectual, moral, free, conscientious and responsible person. Morality is the attitude of 
a person to a person, it is a way one defines its behavioral framework, and spirituality is the relation of 
a person to the world, to the Universe. Moral values, according to V. Sukhomlinsky, should become 
one’s own spiritual wealth of every apprentice and, therefore, turn into spiritual values in the process 
of activity [8]. 

Nowadays in the socio-cultural space of Russia [9], [10], [11], [12] we have the possibility of allocating 
other ideals for the developing of a new person, the main quality of whom will be the complex of all the 
spiritual wealth generated by people long before his time. It is caused by changing of values, impetus 
of living abilities on the basis of different conditions of social development and different requirements 
to a person. Such a system of human values (ideals of the individual), which will be the spiritual basis 
of modern education, should include, according to many researchers, the following components: 

• personal values (human life, honor, dignity and human rights, including, physical health, etc.); 

• family values (parents, relatives, family harmony, family traditions, etc.); 
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• public values (Motherland, respect for national symbols, patriotism); 

• national values (the native land, native language, history of nation, national culture, faith, 
national sacred things); 

• human values (truth, kindness, beauty, benefit, etc.) 

It is evident that younger generation nurturing needs such a basis, which would allow flexibly respond 
to new educational trends relying on the achievements in science and human practice.  So, in our 
opinion, the most adequate approach seems to be identified with reaching harmony of the spiritual and 
emotional worlds of a person which is based on mutual communication and love for mankind. The 
original assumptions of this approach are the following: 

• the individual has natural inclinations for holistic development; 

• the individual is the product of time and human civilization, ethnogeny of state structure, family 
culture, and personal expression. 

This approach allows confirming that the tasks of education consist of the development of 
representation of true moral values, character building and the need for meaningful existence. All 
these things underlie the basis of spirituality. Thus, we can state the following: 

• firstly, as a quality of a person,  spirituality occurs in his longing for truth, goodness and beauty, 
his desire to communicate with other people and in a caring attitude to nature; a person 
characterized by high spirituality is able to overcome his own selfish and greedy ambitions, 
whereby spirituality is the struggle with selfishness, self-interest against other people, society 
and the struggle for the adoption of the ideals of justice and  high morality; 

• secondly, spirituality involves a high ideological content, and the persistent human values (truth, 
hope, kindness, love for mankind, mercy, justice), which exalt a person; 

• thirdly, spirituality is manifested through the people's intellectual and emotional wealth 
acquaintance, which are called the spirit of nation, as the spiritual connection between the 
individual and the society is a two-way process, that is feeling the support of the national spirit, 
a person in turn, exalts his own spirit and the spirit of the people around him, thereby 
strengthening the national spirit. 

This approach is of interest because it considers the development of spirituality, harmony and beauty 
in the world as a universal law of being which covers the process of formation not only of a person but 
of mankind as a whole. This, as we consider, is the ideology that unites and creates spiritual and 
cultural prerequisites of human civilization unity, while preserving and developing national cultures and 
education systems as the reflection of these cultures. So, for us it is quite obvious that the center of 
spirituality is the highest moral values that exalt and socialize a person in the process of the 
development. For example, I. Gundorov in his book "Demographic catastrophe in Russia: causes, 
mechanisms, ways of overcoming" emphasizes that processes of life stability in the CIS countries 84% 
depend on the spiritual state of the society and only 16% on material conditions [13].  

In the absence of moral standards the destruction of a person’s integrity takes place, which leads to 
the deformation of the world, nature, society and a person as well. Such a destructive state of mass 
consciousness intensifies the negative effects of economic and political crises in the present, critical 
period of transformation associated with the transition to a postindustrial information society. A vivid 
example of this is the last decade in Russia [14]. 

As for Indian researchers [3], [15], [16], [17], they categorize values as follows: 

• Spiritual values: Importance given to the soul or the spirit etc. through yoga and Meditation; 

• Moral values : values related to the code of conduct, honesty, integrity, discipline, self-control, 
self-reliance, inquiry into the good, the bad and the ugly aspects of human behavior, code of 
conduct based on logical reasoning sincerity, patriotism, love for family society and nation; 

• Civic Values: experience like self-government, student council, organization of various activity 
clubs like sanitation club, red ribbon club, membership of various committees etc., provide for 
responsible behavior, persistence in efforts and fulfillment of the tasks; 

• Social values: concerning the responsibilities and the contribution of the individual towards the 
society and its well-being. These are governed by the political and social philosophy and the 
Constitution of the country, freedom, socialism, secularism, democracy, national integration, 
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international understanding, democratic citizenship, equality, social justice, peace, inner 
harmony, fellow feeling, unity in the midst of diversities, civic sense, responsibility of citizens, 
camaraderie and cooperation, participation in community activities etc. Co-curricular activities 
are carried out in social environment, developing team spirit, fellow feeling, social unity 
cooperation, tolerance, brotherhood, goodwill etc. Activities like scouting, first aid, Red Cross 
develop social inclination, and compassion for the needy; 

• Personal values : personal cleanliness, health, hygiene, dignity of labour, sincerity, punctuality, 
regularity, truth failing honesty, self-worth and cooperation, free from dogma and superstitious 
open-mindedness, search for perfection, positive scientific attitude, self-respect and self-
reliance; 

• Cultural Values: dramatics, folk dance, music, pageants, celebration of social and religious 
function etc., provide glimpses of culture, which can preserve, transmit and develop the cultural 
heritage; 

• Aesthetic values: love for the fine art, dancing, painting and music as well as for the symmetry 
and beauty in nature, rhyme and rhythm in poetry etc. Sports, cultural programs, dances, 
dramas etc., give relaxation from the everyday routine and develop aesthetic sensitivity; 

• Physical Values: physical activities help the normal growth and muscular development of the 
body along with some values like games, mass drill, NCC, NSS, NGC, swimming, boating, 
yogic exercises, gardening etc.; 

• Psychological Values: the co-curricular activities provide to the child’s psychological 
compensation. They play a significant role in the training of emotions. The pent-up emotions 
find effective outlet through the activities. When the mind is free of the emotional load, the 
alertness, precision, determination, self-control, courage etc., come into focus. 

Indian educationalists emphasize the importance of promoting values through education, which is 
faced with a crisis in different spheres of life. For example, members of Radhakrishnan Commission 
(1949) believe that in addition to the search for truth through scientific research, an important goal of 
education is a concern with values. Kothari Commission (1964-66), defining the role of education in 
the process of national development, focuses not only on the development of interests and world 
outlook, but also on moral and intellectual values. In the program of "National Policy on Education" 
(1986) it is stated that "The growing concern over the erosion of essential values and an increasing 
cynicism in the society has brought to focus the need for readjustments in the curriculum in order to 
make education a forceful tool for the cultivation of social and moral values” [18].  

Value education is important because it helps everyone to improve and apply the system of values 
that he adheres to. If one can understand the importance of values in life, it will become easier to 
analyze and control the choices made in our lives. Value education is always important for modeling 
the life of a student, giving him an opportunity to approve himself on the world stage. As a result, value 
education occupies a unique place in all educational curricula and training programs. In other words, 
Indian culture, civilization, ethics, morality, norms, values should inspire and spiritualize the education 
system in India and not to adopt a foreign model whose purpose is to raise the standard of living only 
[19], [20], [21], [22], [23].  

Thus, values and education are interrelated and inseparable in the Indian education system. 
Education leads to the cultivation of values which provide direction to the educational process. In this 
sense, value education is becoming necessary for holistic development of an individual. 

3 RESULTS  
The need for value education among parents, children, teachers, etc., is great as we see the 
continued growth of crime, behavioral disorder and lack of unity in our society, and the younger 
generation of Russia, under the influence of negative aspects of Western culture, is at a crossroads as 
they are not able to decide what path to move. Therefore, value education can help students to 
understand themselves, to control their own identity, make decisions and engage in self-development. 
Unfortunately, the curricula in Russian schools are academically-oriented and there is no value 
education at all. Instead it is called spiritual and moral education. But it should be noted that all the 
programs and courses that are worked out by the teachers concerning spiritual and moral education 
are not compulsory. They are optional. As a result, most Russian school children get academic 
education only. 
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At the same time, despite the social norms and priorities that were established by Russian legislation, 
Russian citizens do not have an explicit system of values that unites the Russians into a single 
historical, cultural and social community. So education plays a key role in moral and spiritual 
consolidation of the Russian society, its unity in the name of external and internal challenges, in 
strengthening social solidarity, in increasing the level of confidence to life in Russia, to fellow citizens, 
community, state, to the present and future of the country.  

As a rule, values are formed in the family, informal communities, labor and other groups, in the sphere 
of mass media, art, leisure, etc. But the most systematical, consistent and deep spiritual and moral 
education of the individual takes place at school. Furthermore, a new Russian school should be the 
cornerstone of socio-cultural modernization of the Russian society. It is at school where not only 
intellectual, but also civic, spiritual and cultural life of children should be focused. The attitude of the 
Russians to school is a sign of the value and moral status of the society and state. A school child is 
the most susceptible to emotional, value, spiritual and moral development and civic education. At the 
same time, the lack of education in this period of life is difficult to make up for in subsequent years. So 
“The concept of spiritual and moral education of the Russian citizen” was worked out in accordance 
with the Constitution of the Russian Federation. This concept represents a framework of educational 
institutions interaction with other agents of socialization such as family, public organizations, religious 
associations, institutions of additional education, culture and sport and media. The purpose of this 
interaction is mutual creation of conditions for spiritual and moral education of children. The concept 
formulates the social order of the modern school as a system of general pedagogical requirements, 
compliance with which will ensure effective participation of education in solving the most important 
national tasks. 

4 CONCLUSION 
Both Russia and India have centuries-old traditions of education, but the difference is that the 
westernization influenced all aspects of Russian life more. As a result, many researchers and 
educationalists started talking about the renewal of spiritual and moral values and the ways of 
inculcating them into school curricula. So, in our opinion, Indian value education could be used as a 
role model as Indian children are not brought up on Western traditions but Indian ones. Such a system 
of moral values developed by the people of India, can protect students from the influence of foreign 
morality and lifestyle.  

Indian schools focus on intellectual, cultural, spiritual and moral life of students. This allows them to 
provide a student not only with the basic knowledge and practical skills but also to instill interest in 
creativity, self-development and self-education. As a result, this contributes developing an 
independent person, who is able to find a rightful place in a rapidly changing world. In India, this issue 
is considered in the context of interrelation of curricula and value education. 

Thus, in the framework of formation of spiritual and moral values of students it is necessary to create 
an integral system of educational work, namely curricular and co-curricular activities should be 
interrelated with spiritual and moral education. Practice shows that educational problems are often 
solved at the formal level that is the activities are held without proper support for the needs of children, 
their participation is determined by the teacher, the distribution of duties is controlled by the teacher, 
etc. The process of reviewing of traditional ideas, beliefs, definitions in this field of knowledge and, 
therefore, changes in organization, forms and methods of the practical activities is already underway, 
but it needs to become more meaningful, intense and manageable.  
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